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Abstract
Iraq contains two main rivers with several sub streams and tributaries. One of the most important problems in these streams and tributaries is the amount of waste on the water surface. This waste can lead to many issues such as diseases infection and affects the fisheries.
River cleaning machine is one of the most important solutions for this problem. In this paper, a developed cleaning machine was designed based on Arduino and remote sensing mechanism to reduce the operation time and cost. The proposed cleaning machine model
was tested and validated and can be used efficiently in many places under different conditions.
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1. Introduction
Water is one of the basic requirements for humans and all other beings. Two-thirds of the Earth is water, but not all of them are suitable
for human use because of the amount of waste in it and these wastes can cause dangerous diseases. Small rivers and streams are considered one of the most places where waste is collected and are a source of epidemic diseases [1]. The accumulation of these wastes the
waters of these rivers can turn into dangerous black water. People who clean these rivers are exposed to contact with pollutants that negatively affect their health. And with the persistence of climate fluctuation and droughts in the summer, Small rivers and streams must be
preserved and all waste scattered on their surface should be removed [2]. A design was suggested for a river cleaning machine. This enables the workers to clean the small rivers (tunnels) by operating the machine with a simple remote control and alarm sensors. The machine operator doesn’t need much skill and it is looks very simple and economical [3].

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Methodology
The project is a stationary mechanical system, with electrical control that can be used in tunnels. The chain and gear wheel of conveyor
movement are used which supplied fork plates to collect waste in rivers. The process of collecting the floating wastes will be happen
when the chain along the plates starts to rotate and collecting the wastes in the bin that is placed beside of the system [4].
The project is placed in an opposite direction of the water flow floating wastes like plastic cans, bottles, covers etc., are lifted by lifters
which are connected to the chain. When the first motor run, the two chains starts to circulate. First chain to lift the waste by lifter teeth
upwards at angle of (0 - 45) installed on oblique network and second chain installed on horizontally network moves the wastes by lifter
teeth horizontally beside the river and stored in a collector bin[5].
The second motor move oblique network vertically depends on the depth of the river and the water level. The system consist Arduino
Uno, two DC motor (wiper motor), Ultrasonic sensor, relay, chain, sprocket, bearing, 12V battery, Network, The RI transmitter transmits
the signal as the switches are operated by human.

2.2. Working
When the machine is started by the operator, RI model transmitter transmits signal to Arduino Uno. The signal is transmitted from Arduino to relay to operate the motor, thus moving sprocket, chain and lifter teeth and collect wastes in a collector bin. To enhance the
work, an ultrasound sensor was installed and connected to the Arduino to sense waste and auto play operation [6].

2.3. Hardwar description
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2.3.1. Arduino uno
Electronic boards consisting of open source electronic circuit with a programmable controller that is designed to use interactive electronics and build different sensors such as temperature, wind, and ultrasound as shown in Figure 1. Uno Arduino can be downloaded in various programs from a computer and depends on the open programming language [7].

Fig. 1: Arduino Uno.

2.3.2. Wiper motor
Mechanism for converting rotational motion to linear motion using a DC wiper motor as shown in Figure 2. In this machine two wiper
(12 D.C volts) motor had been used. The performance of wiper motor shown in Table1[8].

Item
No-load speed
No-load current
Brake

Table 1: Performance of Wiper Motor
Specifications
Motor function
high speed
low speed
high speed
low speed
stall torque
Current

Voltage
Temperature rise
Weight

Limits
45 ±5 rpm
30 ± 5 rpm
2.5A Max
1.5A Max
71N.m Min
36A Max
DC 12V
-40°c~+65°c
3810g

Fig. 2: D.C Wiper Motor.

2.3.3. Ultrasonic
The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor employments sonar to decide separate to a protest. It offers amazing non-contact extend location with
tall precision and steady readings in an easy-to-use bundle. It comes total with ultrasonic transmitter and recipient modules. Automatically sends eight 40 kHz and detect pulse signal back [9]. The ultrasonic is shown in Figure 3 and its specifications are as following:
Max static current: 2mA
Output of electrical level: 5V High
Distance detection: 2cm-450cm.
High precision: 2mm
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Fig. 3: Ultrasonic.

2.3.4. Infrared remote control
The overwhelming remote-control innovation in automation applications is infrared (IR). Infrared light is additionally known as plain-old
"warm." The fundamental preface at work in an IR inaccessible control is the utilize of light to carry signals between a farther control
and the gadget it's coordinating. Infrared light is within the undetectable parcel of the electromagnetic spectrum. An IR farther control
(the transmitter) sends out beats of infrared light that speak to particular twofold codes. These parallel codes
correspond to commands, as Control On/Off [10] .
2.3.5. Relay
Relay is an electrically worked switch. Numerous transfers utilize an electromagnet to mechanically work a switch, but other working
standards are too utilized, such as solid-state transfers. Transfers are utilized where it is essential to control a circuit by an isolated lowpower flag, or where a few circuits must be controlled by one flag [11].
2.3.6. Chain
A chain which is shown in Figure 4, may be a serial get together of related pieces, called joins, routinely made of metal, with an by and
expansive character comparative to that of a rope in that it is versatile and twisted in compression but coordinate, unbendable, and loadbearing in weight [12].

Fig. 4: Chain.

2.3.7. Gear
A prepare or cogwheel may well be a turning machine parcel having cut teeth, or inside the case of a cogwheel, inserted teeth (called
cogs), which work with another toothed parcel to transmit torque. Equipped gadgets can alter the speed, torque, and course of a control
source. Gears almost continuously deliver a alter in torque, making a mechanical advantage, through their equip proportion, and hence
may be considered a basic machine [13]. Figure 5 shows the type of gear which is practically used in this machine.

Fig. 5: Gear.
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2.3.8. Bearing
Bearing as shown in Figure 6, may be defined as a machine component which underpins another moving machine component. It grants a
relative movement between the contact surfaces of the individuals, whereas carrying the stack [14].

Fig. 6: Bearing.

2.3.9. Shaft
Shaft is the mechanical component for transmitting torque and revolution. Shaft estimate incredibly influences the torque in these machines it’s shown in Figure 7 [15].

Fig. 7: Shaft.

2.3.10. Base frame
The base frame has been designed with a suitable dimensions as following:
Length=150 cm.
Width= 50 cm.
Height =60cm.

Fig. 8: Base Frame.

3. Results and discussions
After connected the mechanical and electrical parts of the machine, a test for its working has been done and approved practically. The
results has approved that this machine is useful for cleaning the tunnels and streams proffecinally in our town.
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3.1. Mechanical set up
Final fabrication of the machine includes mechanical components and base farm for laboratory testing as shown in Figure 9. Once the
design meets the requirements, the real time setup is fabricated.

Fig. 9: Simple Model of Tunnels Cleaning Machine.

3.2. Electrical set up
Chief source of power for the complete electrical circuit design is battery. Motor, relays and switches are using for operative working of
the project. IR transmitter and receiver are used for remote control process. The Arduino regulate the work of the ultrasound, motor. Thus,
the electrical set up is shown in the Figure 10.

Fig. 10: Circuit of Ardouino.

3.3. Cleaning machine application
This machine is used in almost small rivers and streams (tunnels) .It is an effective and low-cost method to solve a large part of the waste
problems spread in tunnels, thus reducing diseases and upgrading dignity of work. The machine requires less power simple requirement
with high efficiency. Large amount of waste is collected and sent for recycling.

4. Conclusion
Automation has become a requirement for modern services. The automatic river cleaning device helps reduce floating waste automatically and maintains the aquatic organisms in the rivers and reduces the spread of diseases. Dependency of the machine on a modern programming system that will lead to a reduction in time, submitted effort, cost, and lower energy consumption. the machine can be used in
many places.
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